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Let G be a finite group. The table of marks of G arises from

a characterization of the permutation representations of G by

certain numbers of fixed points. It provides a compact descrip-

tion of the subgroup lattice of G and enables explicit calcula-

tions in the Burnside ring of G. In this article we introduce a

method for constructing the table of marks of G from tables

of marks of proper subgroups of G. An implementation of this

method is available in the GAP language. These computer pro-

grams are used to construct the table of marks of the sporadic

simple Mathieu group M24. The final section describes how

to derive information about the structure of G from its table

of marks via the investigation of certain Möbius functions and

the idempotents of the Burnside ring of G. Tables with detailed

information about M24 and other groups are included.The concept of a table of marks of a �nite groupG was introduced by William Burnside in the sec-ond edition of his classic book Theory of groupsof �nite order [1911, chapter XII]. This table pro-vides a means to characterize the permutation rep-resentations of G up to equivalence. At the sametime the table of marks describes in some detailthe poset (partially ordered set) of all conjugacyclasses of subgroups of G. It thereby provides avery compact description of the subgroup latticeof G.Traditionally, the computation of the table ofmarks of G starts by constructing the completesubgroup lattice ofG. The table of marks ofG thenis derived mainly by counting inclusions betweendi�erent conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. Thismethod, described in [Felsch and Sandl�obes 1984],
c A K Peters, Ltd.
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248 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 3is implemented in several computer systems andworks for groups up to a certain size.Our purpose here is to introduce a method forthe construction of the table of marks that is inde-pendent of the knowledge of the complete subgrouplattice of G and therefore can be applied to groupsG that are too big to compute their complete sub-group lattice. The main idea of this approach isto use the \known" tables of marks of subgroupsof G and to induce them to G in order to deter-mine the table of marks of G. So the input of thismethod basically consists of the tables of marks ofthe maximal subgroups of G. In order to combinethese tables into the complete table of marks ofG we have to determine the fusion maps from thesets of conjugacy classes of subgroups of the maxi-mal subgroups of G to the set of conjugacy classesof subgroups of G. Such a map associates to theM -conjugacy class of a subgroup U of a maximalsubgroup M of G its G-conjugacy class.These fusion maps can to a large extent be re-covered from the tables of marks of the maximalsubgroups of G by elementary group theory. Wewill approximate the fusion maps step by step us-ing this information and, now and then, taking ad-vantage of selected bits of additional informationabout G until the approximation process eventu-ally stops with the correct fusion maps.Additional information about the group G stemsfor example from the character table of G. If Ghas a small permutation representation we can useexplicit representatives of the conjugacy classes ofsubgroups of the maximal subgroups of G to deriveadditional information. It is, however, not neces-sary to have explicit embeddings of the maximalsubgroups into G. But, any source of informationis welcome if it can answer the questions that arisein the approximation process. The point is thatthe number of open questions is hopefully small incomparison to the size of the group.Computer programs that perform this methodinteractively have been implemented in the GAPlanguage [Sch�onert et al. 1994]. This package offunctions is available from the author.

With this method we can in particular determinethe number of subgroups of the simple MathieugroupM24 of order 244 823 040 = 210 �33 �5�7�11�23.
Theorem. M24 has 1 363 957 253 subgroups in 1 529conjugacy classes.The construction of the table of marks ofM24 fromwhich the above number of subgroups is derived isdescribed in some detail in Section 6. This groupprovides an extensive example of how the computerprograms can be used. The list of all conjugacyclasses of subgroups of M24 is not printed here.The complete list of the classes together with theirmaximal subgroups, their minimal overgroups andtheir normalizers, has 82 pages [Pfei�er 1995].This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 re-calls basic properties of �nite group actions, intro-duces the table of marks and describes its relationto the Burnside ring of a �nite group. Section 2describes the concept of induction of marks; thebasic induction formula is proved in Theorem 2.2.The next sections describe the method used todetermine the fusion maps from the maximal sub-groups into the given group. First, in Section 3,we use the projective special linear group L2(7) asa rather informal example to illustrate the processand the problems it raises. This is formalized inSection 4, which also provides the theoretical toolsthat govern the approximation process. Section 5summarizes the method into a strategy.In Section 8 the table of marks of G is used toinvestigate the M�obius function of the subgrouplattice of G and the idempotents of the Burnsidering of G, together with their implications on thestructure of G.Section 6 also contains tables with more detailedinformation about the subgroups of M24 and sub-groups of other simple (and almost simple) groups.
1. THE BURNSIDE RING AND THE TABLE OF MARKSWe recall basic facts about �nite group actions,de�ne the table of marks, and describe its relationto the subgroup structure and the Burnside ring.



Pfeiffer: The Subgroups of M24, or How to Compute the Table of Marks of a Finite Group 249Let G be a �nite group. Denote by SG = fU :U � Gg the set of all subgroups of G. ThenSG is apartially ordered set (poset) with incidence relation�. The group G acts on SG by conjugation, thatis, via U g = g�1Ug for U � G and g 2 G. This G-action respects incidence: if U � V then U g � V gfor all U; V � G and g 2 G. We denote the G-orbitof U � G (that is, the conjugacy class of subgroupsof G that contains U) by [U ]G and usually omit thesubscript as long as no confusion can arise. The setof G-orbits SG=G = f[U ] : U � Gg is also a poset,with incidence [U ] � [V ] if U � V g for U; V � Gand some g 2 G. We will refer to SG=G as theposet structure of G.A (right) G-set X is a set X together with anaction (x; g) 7! x �g:X�G! X such that x �1 = xand x � (g1g2) = (x � g1) � g2 for all x 2 X andall g1; g2 2 G. Every G-set X decomposes into adisjoint union of orbits fx � g : g 2 Gg, each ofwhich is itself a G-set. A G-set is transitive if itconsists of only one orbit. All G-sets in this articleare assumed to be �nite.A homomorphism between two G-sets X and Yis a map  :X ! Y such that  (x � g) =  (x) � gfor all x 2 X and all g 2 G. Two G-sets X andY are isomorphic if there exists a bijective homo-morphism  :X ! Y .Let G1 = 1, G2, . . . , Gr = G be representativesof the conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. ThenSG=G = f[Gi] : i = 1; : : : ; rg. For each subgroupU � G, the group G acts transitively on the setUnG = fUg : g 2 Gg of right cosets of U in G.Conversely, every transitive G-set X is isomorphicto aG-set UnG where U is a point stabilizer ofX inG. For every g 2 G the G-set U gnG is isomorphicto UnG. Thus every transitive G-set is isomorphicto GinG for some i � r.
Definition 1.1. Let G be a �nite group.
(i) Let X be a �nite G-set and let U � G. Themark �X(U) of U on X is de�ned as�X(U) = ��FixX(U)�� ;where

FixX(U) = fx 2 X : x � u = x for all u 2 Ugis the set of �xed points of the subgroup U inthe action of G on X.
(ii) The table of marks of G is the square matrixM(G) = (�GinG(Gj))i;jwhere bothGi andGj run through the system ofrepresentatives of the conjugacy classes of sub-groups of G.
Remark. If X and Y are isomorphic G-sets, we have�X(U) = �Y (U) for all U � G. Moreover, �X(U) =�X(U g) for all U � G and all g 2 G. The table ofmarks thus consists of a \complete" list of marksof transitive G-sets.Let U � G and consider the G-set GinG. Then Uhas �xed points in that action if and only if U iscontained in a one point stabilizer, that is, in atleast one conjugate of Gi. Thus the table of marksdescribes the poset SG=G: the incidence matrixof this poset is obtained from M(G) by replacingevery nonzero entry by 1.But M(G) contains far more information aboutthe subgroup structure of G. This is due to thefollowing recalculation of the value of a mark.
Proposition 1.2. Let U; V � G. Then�V !G(U) = ��fV g : g 2 G; U � V g�� ��NG(V ) : V �� :
Proof. By the de�nition of a mark, �V nG(U) is thenumber of cosets of V in G that are �xed by thesubgroup U . That is,�V nG(U) = ��fV g : g 2 G;V gu=V g for all u 2 Ug��:Now for any given g 2 G we have V gu = V g forall u 2 U if and only if U � V g. And since thereare exactly jV j elements g that give the same cosetV g this means�V nG(U) = ��fg 2 G : U � V gg�� = jV j :The claim �nally follows from the fact that thereare exactly ��NG(V )�� elements g that give the sameconjugate V g of V . �



250 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 3The next lemma collects some easy consequencesof the above formula. In particular the numbers ofincidences between two conjugacy classes of sub-groups of G can be derived from M(G).The table of marks of the alternating group A5of order 60 in Table 1 serves as an example. A5 hasnine conjugacy classes of subgroups. They are dis-tinguished by their orders and have isomorphismtypes 1, 2, 3, 22, 5, S3, D10, A4, and A5. Therows of the table correspond to the transitive G-sets UnG. 1 2 3 22 5 S3 D10 A4 A51nG 602nG 30 23nG 20 : 222nG 15 3 : 35nG 12 : : : 2S3nG 10 2 1 : : 1D10nG 6 2 : : 1 : 1A4nG 5 1 2 1 : : : 1A5nG 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TABLE 1. The table of marks of A5.

Lemma 1.3. Let U; V � G. Then the following hold .
(i) The �rst entry of every row of M(G) is the in-dex of the corresponding subgroup�V !G(1) = ��G : V �� :
(ii) The entry on the diagonal is its index in its nor-malizer in G,�V !G(V ) = ��NG(V ) : V �� :
(iii) The length of the conjugacy class [V ] of V isgiven by��[V ]�� = ��G : NG(V )�� = �V !G(1)�V !G(V ) :
(iv) The number of conjugates of V that contain Uis given by��fV g : g 2 G; U � V gg�� = �V !G(U)�V !G(V ) :

Denote by �G(V;U) = ��fU g : g 2 G; U g � V g�� thenumber of conjugates of a subgroup U of G con-tained in a �xed subgroup V of G. These numbersalso are determined by M(G).
Proposition 1.4. Let U; V � G. Then the number ofconjugates of U that are contained in V is�G(V;U) = jV j��NG(U)�� �V !G(U) = �V !G(U)�U !G(1)�U !G(U)�V !G(1) :
Proof. In the subgroup lattice of G the number ofedges joining the class [V ] of V and the class [U ] ofU can be expressed in two di�erent ways as lengthof the class times the number of edges leaving onemember of the class, that is��[U ]�� � ��fV g : g 2 G; U � V gg��= ��[V ]�� � ��fU g : g 2 G; U g � V g�� :Thus �G(V;U) can be expressed in terms of marksby Lemma 1.3. �On the other hand M(G) is determined by thenumbers �G(V;U) for all V;U � G and the ad-ditional knowledge of the index ��G : V �� for everyV � G.
Lemma 1.5. Let V;U � G. Then�V !G(U) = ��G : V �� �G(V;U)=�G(G;U):Denote for any G-set X its isomorphism class by[X]. The Burnside ring 
(G) of G is the freeabelian group
(G) = n rXi=1 ai[GinG] : ai 2 Zogenerated by the isomorphism classes of transitiveG-sets [GinG], i = 1; : : : ; r. Here the sum [X]+[Y ]of the isomorphism classes of G-sets X and Y is theisomorphism class [X _[ Y ] of the disjoint union ofX and Y . Moreover, their product [X] � [Y ] is theisomorphism class [X�Y ] of the Cartesian productof X and Y . This turns 
(G) into a commutativering with identity [GnG].



Pfeiffer: The Subgroups of M24, or How to Compute the Table of Marks of a Finite Group 251Let X and Y be G-sets and let U � G. ThenFixX _[Y (U) = FixX(U) _[ FixY (U);FixX�Y (U) = FixX(U)� FixY (U):Therefore �X _[Y (U) = �X(U) + �Y (U);�X�Y (U) = �X(U) � �Y (U):Thus, if we de�ne �X for each X 2 
(G) to be ther-tuple �X = (�X(G1); : : : ; �X(Gr)), the map�:X 7! �Xis a ring homomorphism from 
(G) to Zr.Let X = P ai[GinG] 2 
(G). Then �X can beexpressed in terms of the table of marks M(G) as�X = (a1; : : : ; ar) �M(G):Moreover, the G-set X is characterized up to iso-morphism by �X .
Theorem 1.6 (Burnside). The homomorphism�: 
(G)! Zris injective. In other words, two G-sets X and Yare isomorphic if and only if �X = �Y .
Proof. We may assume that the representatives Giare sorted in such a way that [Gi] � [Gj ] impliesi � j. Then �GinG(Gj) = 0 unless j � i and�UnG(U) � 1 for all U � G. Thus the matrixM(G)is lower triangular with nonzero diagonal entries,hence invertible. �Let X be a G-set. The permutation character �Xof G on X is de�ned as �X(g) = ��FixX(g)�� for anyelement g 2 G. This number, of course, coincideswith the mark �X(hgi) of the cyclic subgroup gen-erated by g on X. Therefore, the table of marksM(G) contains in the columns corresponding tocyclic subgroups a complete list of transitive per-mutation characters 1GV of G corresponding to thetransitive G-sets V nG.The following proposition [Kerber 1991, 3.2.18]provides a way to determine the columns of M(G)that correspond to cyclic subgroups.

Let ei = (ei(G1); : : : ; ei(Gr)) 2 Zr be the primi-tive idempotent of Zr corresponding to the conju-gacy class of Gi, that is ei(Gj) = �ij , and writeei =Xj eij�GjnGwith rational coe�cients eij . (The matrix (eij)then is the inverse of M(G).)
Proposition 1.7. Let i; j � r and let eij and Gi be asabove. ThenXj eij = �'(��Gi��)= ��NG(Gi)�� if Gi is cyclic,0 otherwise,where ' denotes the Euler function.
Proof. Let z = (z1; : : : ; zr) 2 Zr. For any subgroupU � G denote z(U) = zi if U is a conjugate ofGi. Then z de�nes a class function �z of G via�z(g) = z(hgi). Note that �GjnG this way yields thepermutation character 1GGj and that (1G; 1GGj ) = 1for each 1 � j � r. Hence �ei =Pj eij1GGj andXj eij =Xj eij(1G; 1GGj ) = �1G;Xj eij1GGj�= (1G; �ei);where �ei = 0 and therefore (1G; �ei) = 0 unless Giis cyclic.In that case the result follows from the fact thatthe '(��Gi��) di�erent generators of Gi lie in'(��Gi��)= ��NG(Gi) : CG(Gi)��di�erent conjugacy classes of elements of G thatcontribute 1= ��CG(Gi)�� each to (1G; �ei). �
2. INDUCTION OF MARKSLet M be a subgroup of G. Then the marks ofM can be induced to marks of G by means of thefollowing trivial observation. A subgroup V of Mis also a subgroup of G, and V has the same sub-groups regardless of whether it is viewed as a sub-group of M or as a subgroup of G. But in generalnot every subgroup of V that is conjugate in G to



252 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 3a given subgroup U of V is conjugate to U in M .More precisely, a G-conjugacy class of subgroupsof V is a disjoint union of M -conjugacy classes ofsubgroups of V . In terms of numbers of subgroupsthis means
Lemma 2.1. Let V �M � G and U � G. Then thenumber of G-conjugates of U that are contained inV is �G(V;U) = XU 0�U �M(V;U 0);where the sum ranges over all representatives U 0of conjugacy classes of M that are conjugate to Uin G.This leads to the following induction formula fortables of marks.
Theorem 2.2 (Induction of marks). Let V � M � Gand U � G. Then the mark �V !G(U) is given by�V !G(U) = ��NG(U)�� XU 0�U 1��NM (U 0)�� �V !M (U 0)where the sum ranges over all representatives U 0of conjugacy classes of M that are conjugate to Uin G.
Proof. By Proposition 1.4 the mark �V nG(U) is ex-pressed in terms of numbers of subgroups as�GnV (U) = ��NG(U)����V �� �G(V;U):By the preceding Lemma, this equals��NG(U)����V �� XU 0�U �M (V;U 0):And by Proposition 1.4 this translates into�V nG(U) = ��NG(U)����V �� XU 0�U ��V ��NM(U 0) �MnV (U 0);which completes the proof. �

Remark. Replacing subgroups by group elementsand normalizers by centralizers in the above in-duction formula yields the induction formula forordinary characters of �nite groups: if ' is a char-acter of M � G and g 2 G then the value at g ofthe induced character 'G is'G(g) = ��CG(g)��Xg0�g 1��CM (g0)�� '(g0);where the sum ranges over all representatives g0 ofconjugacy classes of M that are conjugate to g inG [Isaacs 1994, p. 64].In order to compute the table of marks of G by in-duction of marks it is su�cient to know the tablesof marks of representatives of the conjugacy classesof maximal subgroups of G since every proper sub-group of G is contained in a maximal subgroupMof G. The remaining problem is to determine thefusion from the maximals to G in order to knowwhich representatives of subgroups U 0 of M areconjugate to a representative U of subgroups ofG. This means to determine for each maximalsubgroup a map from its conjugacy classes of sub-groups to the conjugacy classes of subgroups of G.The next sections provide tools to determine theconjugacy classes of subgroups of G together withthe fusion maps from its maximals.
3. L2(7), A SMALL EXAMPLEConsider the projective special linear group G =L2(7) of order 168. It has three conjugacy classesof maximal subgroups, two classes of type S4 andone class of type 7 : 3; see, for example, the Atlasof �nite groups [Conway et al. 1985, p. 3]. Assumethat we already know the tables of marks of thesegroups, that is the corresponding posets of conju-gacy classes of subgroups together with additionalincidence information. The poset structure of S4is given in Figure 1 and the underlying set of ele-ments isf1; 2a; 2b; 3; 4; 22a; 22b; S3;D8; A4; S4g;
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FIGURE 1. The poset structures of S4 and 7:3.where 2a and 22a are contained in A4. The posetstructure of 7 : 3 is also given in Figure 1 withunderlying set of elementsf1; 3; 7; 7 : 3g:In order to construct the poset structure of L2(7)we start with the disjoint union of two copies ofthe poset structure of S4, a yellow (Y ) and a red(R) one, say, and a blue (B) copy of the posetstructure of 7 : 3. They form one colored diagramwith vertex setf1(Y ), 2a(Y ), 2b(Y ), 3(Y ), 4(Y ), 22a(Y ), 22b(Y ),S3(Y ), D8(Y ), A4(Y ), S4(Y ), 1(R), 2a(R),2b(R), 3(R), 4(R), 22a(R), 22b(R), S3(R), D8(R),A4(R), S4(R), 1(B), 3(B), 7(B), 7 : 3(B)g.Here a symbol like 22a(Y ) is just a name for avertex in the yellow part of the disjoint union ofdiagrams. The fact that it denotes an elementaryabelian group of order 4 follows from the informa-tion that is stored in the table of marks, ratherthan from its name. Of course, the names we areworking with here were carefully chosen as to indi-cate the type of object they denote.

According to Lemma 1.3(i) the table of markscontains information about the size of each sub-group and conjugate subgroups of L2(7) have thesame size. Therefore, if we split the whole set ofvertices into subsets according to the orders of thecorresponding subgroups then only vertices in thesame subset can be conjugate in L2(7). This yieldsthe following partition on the set of vertices.f1(Y ); 1(R); 1(B)g, f2a(Y ); 2b(Y ); 2a(R); 2b(R)g,f3(Y ); 3(R); 3(B)g,f4(Y ); 22a(Y ); 22b(Y ); 4(R); 22a(R); 22b(R)g,fS3(Y ); S3(R)g, f7(B)g, fD8(Y ); D8(R)g,fA4(Y ); A4(R)g, f7 : 3(B)g, fS4(Y ); S4(R)g.Our aim now is to manipulate this colored di-agram with the partition of the vertices step bystep until it represents the poset structure of L2(7).This is achieved by two sorts of manipulations:
(i) We will split a part of the partition of the ver-tices into subsets whenever we can ensure thatonly vertices lying in the same subset corre-spond to subgroups of L2(7) that can possiblybe conjugate in L2(7).
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(ii) We will fuse (identify) two vertices wheneverwe �nd out that they correspond to subgroupsof L2(7) that are conjugate.Eventually each subset will consist of only a singleelement: then we are done!The interested reader isencouraged to illustrate the progress we make bydrawing updated versions of the colored diagramafter every single manipulation.The subsets f7(B)g and f7 : 3(B)g both containonly one element, hence each of them already de-termines a unique conjugacy class of subgroups ofL2(7).There is, of course, only one trivial subgroup inL2(7), so we are allowed to fuse the vertices 1(R),1(Y ) and 1(B) corresponding to the trivial sub-groups of the three maximal subgroups into a sin-gle vertex, which we simply denote by 1.From the table of marks of S4 we can derive thatsubgroups named 4 contain one cyclic subgroup oforder 2, in contrast to the subgroups named 22,which contain three cyclic subgroups of order 2each. Hence these subgroups can not be conju-gate in L2(7) and we are allowed to split the setof groups of order 4 into two subsets accordingly.Now the situation is as follows.f1g, f2a(Y ); 2b(Y ); 2a(R); 2b(R)g,f3(Y ); 3(R); 3(B)g, f4(Y ); 4(R)g,f22a(Y ); 22b(Y ); 22a(R); 22b(R)g,fS3(Y ); S3(R)g, f7g, fD8(Y ); D8(R)g,fA4(Y ); A4(R)g, f7 : 3g, fS4(Y ); S4(R)g.By Sylow's theorem, G acts transitively on theset of Sylow p-subgroups of G for any prime p.Hence we can fuse all the subgroups of type D8(for p = 2) and all the subgroups of type 3 (forp = 3).The normalizer in G of a group of type 3 is agroup of type S3. (Note that this can also be de-cided from the tables of marks, since a cyclic 3has index two in S3 and the order of its normalizerin S4 is 6.) Together with the subgroups of type3 their normalizers are conjugate in G, hence wecan fuse the subset corresponding to these groups

into a single vertex. (See Corollary 4.10 for howknowledge about normalizers can be exploited inthe general case.)Within the Sylow 2-subgroup of type D8 of S4there is only one S4-class of subgroups of type 4.Hence, by Sylow's theorem, all subgroups of thistype are conjugate in G and we can fuse the yellowand the red group named 4. (See Corollary 4.8 forhow knowledge about the Sylow subgroups can beexploited in the general case.)From the character table of L2(7) we can read o�that there is only one class of elements (and henceof subgroups) of order 2, so we can fuse all verticesnamed 2a or 2b into a single vertex 2.We are left with three subsets containing morethan one element: those corresponding to the sub-groups of type 22, A4 or S4. In order to show thatsubgroups of type 22 that are not conjugate in amaximal S4 are not conjugate in G either, we ex-amine the permutation character of G on S4. Thecharacter table of L2(7) admits only one character� of degree 7 that satis�es �(g) � 0 for all g 2 G,therefore � is the permutation character of G onS4. The restriction of � to S4 admits two di�erentdecompositions into transitive components, corre-sponding to the two classes of maximal subgroupsof type S4 in G. The corresponding sums of rowsof the table of marks of S4 reveal di�erent values of�xed points for the two di�erent conjugacy classesof subgroups of type 22 inside S4.Hence the set containing the groups of this typemust split in two subsets. One of them containsthe red 22a(R) and the yellow 22b(Y ) (rememberthat the labeling was chosen in such a way thatgroups of type 22a are normal in S4). And bothsubsets now correspond to one conjugacy class ofsubgroups of G.Now the red A4(R) and the yellow A4(Y ) lieabove di�erent classes of groups of type 22, whencethey must correspond to di�erent classes of sub-groups of G. So we split the subset fA4(Y ); A4(R)gin two parts. The same holds for S4 (we knew rightfrom the start that there are two classes of them inL2(7)) and we split the subset fS4(Y ); S4(R)g into
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FIGURE 2. The poset structure of L2(7).two parts. (See Corollary 4.5 for how knowledgeabout numbers of subgroups can be exploited inthe general case.)Now every subset corresponds to exactly one con-jugacy class of subgroups of G. We �nally add thegroup itself. Thus we have constructed the com-plete poset structure of L2(7) (see Figure 2), withvertex setf1g, f2g, f3g, f4g, f22ag, f22bg, fS3g, f7g, fD8g,fA4ag, fA4bg, f7 : 3g, fS4ag, fS4bg, fL2(7)g.This small example illustrates several aspects ofthe general procedure. We have seen essentiallytwo types of steps in the development of the posetof L2(7). Most of the conclusions, like those usingSylow's theorem or the conjugacy of normalizers,were based on general facts about the structure of

�nite groups. Other conclusions, like the existenceof exactly one conjugacy class of subgroups of or-der 2 or the fusion of the subgroups of type 22,arose from additional knowledge about the partic-ular group L2(7). The next section formalizes thegeneral setting.
4. APPROXIMATING THE FUSION MAPLet M1; : : : ;Mr be a complete set of representa-tives of conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups ofG and, for i = 1; : : : ; r, denote by ji the inclusionmap from Mi into G, given by ji(m) = m for eachm 2 Mi. For each i = 1; : : : ; r, let Mi be theposet of conjugacy classes of subgroups of Mi andlet G = SG=G be the poset of conjugacy classesof subgroups of G. Then each inclusion map ji



256 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 3induces a map ji:Mi ! G mapping the conjugacyclass [U ]Mi of subgroups of Mi to the conjugacyclass [U ]G of subgroups of G. Denote by M thedisjoint union M = r_[i=1Miand let j:M! G be the union of the maps ji givenby j(m) = ji(m) if m 2Mi; i = 1; : : : ; r:Let m 2 M. Then m is of the form m = [U ]Mifor some i = 1; : : : ; r. Denote n(m) = ��NMi(U)��and �V nMi(m) = �V nMi(U). Then the inductionformula 2.2 can, for any subgroups U; V �Mi � G,be written as�V nG(U) = ��NG(U)�� Xj(m)=[U ]G 1n(m) �V nMi(m)where the sum ranges over all m 2 Mi such thatj(m) = [U ]G.In this section we discuss how to determine thisfusion map j.
Fusion Maps and Prefusion MapsLet M and G be as above. Moreover, let G0 = G nf[G]Gg. In order to approximate the map j:M !G0 we will work with idempotent maps on M. Anapproximation of j will be called a prefusion map.Moreover, any map on M that describes which el-ements of M map into the same conjugacy classof subgroups of G will be called a fusion map. Ifwe can determine one such fusion map f we canidentify G0 and f(M) and thus have found j = f .
Definition 4.1. A prefusion map on M is a pair(f;�) such that
(i) f is an idempotent map from M to M,
(ii) � is an equivalence relation on the image f(M),and
(iii) there is a map g: f(M) ! G0 with g � f = jand m1 � m2 whenever g(m1) = g(m2) for anym1;m2 2 f(M).

A fusion map onM is an idempotent map f :M!M such that there exists a bijection g: f(M)! G0with g � f = j.For any prefusion map (f;�) on M we denote theset of all�-classes on f(M) by f(M)=� and denoteby =� the canonical map from f(M) to f(M)=�.Thus, for any m 2 f(M), its �-class is m=�. Therelation between the pair (f;�) and the sets Mand G is illustrated by the following diagram.M f���! f(M) g���! G0 ���! f(M)=�Due to (iii), we may regard � as an equivalencerelation on the set SG of all subgroups of G, withthe property that U � V whenever U and V areconjugate subgroups of G. Moreover, we may re-gard f as a function from the disjoint union of thesets of subgroups SMi of the groups Mi to M viaf(U) = f([U ]Mi) for any subgroup U �Mi.Note that, since j:M ! G0 is surjective, andj = g � f , also g must be surjective.If, for example, f = idM is the identity map onM and, is the global equivalence onM de�ned bym1 , m2 for all m1;m2 2M then '1 = (idM;,)is a prefusion map since j = j� idM and, vacuously,j(m1) = j(m2) implies m1 , m2.The following lemma provides the terminationcondition of the approximation process.
Lemma 4.2. Let f :M !M be such that (f;=) is aprefusion map on M. Then f is a fusion map.
Proof. Since (f;=) is a prefusion map, there is amap g: f(M) ! G0 such that j = g�f and g(m1) =g(m2) implies m1 = m2 for all m1;m2 2M. Henceg is injective. �The approximation process is guided by a partialorder on the set of prefusion maps on M.Let (f1;�1) and (f2;�2) be prefusion maps onM. We say that (f2;�2) is stronger than (f1;�1),and write (f1;�1) � (f2;�2), if there exist mapsh1: f1(M)! f2(M) and h2: f2(M)=�2! f1(M)=�1



Pfeiffer: The Subgroups of M24, or How to Compute the Table of Marks of a Finite Group 257such that f2 = h1 �f1 and =�1 = h2 �=�2 �h1, thatis, if the following diagram is commutative.M f1���! f1(M) ���! G0 ���! f1(M)=�1 h1??y  x??h2M f2���! f2(M) ���! G0 ���! f2(M)=�2Let U1 and U2 be conjugate subgroups of G.Then ��U1�� = ��U2��. This allows us to de�ne jmj =jU j for m = [U ]Mi 2 M. Thus, if we de�ne anequivalence k on M by m1 k m2 if ��m1�� = ��m2��,then '2 = (idM; k) is a prefusion map. (Becausethen, j = j � idM and j(m1) = j(m2) impliesm1 k m2.) Moreover, '2 is stronger that '1, since,with h2(m=k) =M for all m 2M and h1 the iden-tity map on M we have =, = h2 � =k � h1.Every group contains one trivial subgroup. Thereare r elements t1; : : : ; tr inM corresponding to thetrivial subgroups of the r maximal subgroups of G.De�nef 0(m) = � t1 if m = ti for some i = 1; : : : ; r;m otherwise,then '3 = (f 0; k) is a prefusion map and '3 isstronger than '2.
Lemma 4.3. Let (f;�) be a prefusion map that isminimal with respect to the partial order � on theset of all prefusion maps on M. Then � is =, andf is a fusion map.
Proof. Suppose there are m1;m2 2 f(M) such thatm1 6= m2 and m1 � m2. De�nef 0(m) = �m1 if m = m1 or m2,f(m) otherwise.Then, either (f 0;�) is a prefusion map, in whichcase it is strictly stronger than (f;�). Otherwise,there is no g such that j = g � f 0, whence thereis an equivalence �0 on f(M) such that m1 6�0 m2and (f;�0) is a prefusion map. But then (f;�0) isstrictly stronger than (f;�). So the claim followsfrom Lemma 4.2. �

Subgroups of SubgroupsLet (f;�) be a prefusion map on M.De�ne, for subgroups U and A of G, the setS(U;A) = fB � U : B � Ag as the set of allsubgroups B of U that lie in the �-class of A. De-note by s(U;A) = ��S(U;A)�� its size. This numberis determined as follows. If U is a subgroup ofthe maximal subgroup Mi of G, then (by Proposi-tion 1.4)s(U;A) = Xf(B)�f(A) �Mi(U;B)= Xf(B)�f(A) jU j��NMi(B)�� �UnMi(B)where the sums range over all representatives B ofconjugacy classes of Mi with f(B) � f(A).
Proposition 4.4. Let U;A � G and g 2 G. Then themap B 7! Bg is a bijection between S(U;A) andS(U g; A). In particular , s(U;A) = s(U g; A).
Proof. Let B 2 S(U;A), that is B � U and B � A.Then Bg � U g and Bg � A whence Bg 2 S(U g; A).The inverse map is given by conjugation with g�1.�This property can be used to detect elements off(M) that are not conjugate in G.
Corollary 4.5. Let R be a complete system of repre-sentatives of �-classes on f(M). De�ne an equiv-alence relation �0 on f(M) by saying that U �0 Vif and only if U � V and s(U;A) = s(V;A) for allA 2 R. Then (f;�0) is a prefusion map, and isstronger than (f;�).
Proof. Since (f;�) is a prefusion map, there isa map g: f(M) ! G0 such that j = g � f andj(m1) = j(m2) implies m1 � m2 for all m1;m2 2f(M). By Proposition 4.4 and the de�nition of �0then j(m1) = j(m2) also implies m1 �0 m2 for allm1;m2 2 f(M). Hence (f;�0) is a prefusion map.Let h1 be the identity map on f(M) and leth2(m=�0) = m=� for any m 2 f(M). Then=� = h2 � =�0 � h1 and therefore (f;�0) is strongerthan (f;�). �



258 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 3A procedure that systematically applies this corol-lary to f(M) in order to produce the strongestpossible prefusion map from (f;�) will be called
RefineClassesFrame.Comparing the sets S(U;A) for conjugate sub-groups U leads to even more detailed insights.Let U �Mi and let A � G. LetF (U;A) = f(S(U;A)) = fs1; : : : ; sqg � f(M)be the image of S(U;A) under f . Note that bythe de�nition of S(U;A) all elements sj 2 F (U;A)lie in the same �-class. To each sj 2 F (U;A) weassociate a number �U (sj) de�ned by�U(sj) = Xf(B)=sj �Mi(U;B);where the sum runs over the conjugacy classes ofsubgroups [B] of Mi with f(B) = sj. Conjugationin G partitions the set F (U;A) in such a way thatthe sum of the �U(sj) corresponding to one partgives the number of G-conjugate subgroups of Uof a certain type.
Corollary 4.6. Let U � Mi and U 0 � Mi0 be suchthat f(U) = f(U 0), and let A � G. Then thereare an integer k, partitions F (U;A) = �1 _[ � � � _[�kand F (U 0; A) = �01 _[ � � � _[ �0k, elements sj 2 �j forj = 1; : : : ; k, and a map f 0:M ! M de�ned , form 2M, byf 0(m) = � sj if f(m) 2 �j or f(m) 2 �0j ,f(m) otherwise,such that Xs2�j �U(s) = Xs2�0j �U 0(s)and (f 0;�) is a stronger prefusion map than (f;�).This last result appears to be not as explicit as onemight wish. In many cases, however, it is possibleto explicitly determine the partitions and thus anew map f 0.If, for example, F (U;A) = fsg contains only oneelement, then, regardless of the size of F (U 0; A),

the partition will be trivial and f 0 can be de�nedas f 0(s0) = s for each s0 such that f(s0) 2 F (U 0; A).A procedure that systematically searches f(M)for places where Corollary 4.6 can be applied inorder to produce the strongest possible prefusionmap from (f;�) will be called ConcludeFrame.
Sylow’s TheoremAll Sylow p-subgroups of G are conjugate, and ev-ery p-subgroup of G lies inside a Sylow p-subgroup.Here this can be used as follows.
Proposition 4.7. Let (f;�) be a prefusion map onM that is stronger than '2. Let p be a prime andS 2 Sylp(G) a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Let P � Sand assume that P � Q implies P � Q for allQ � S. Then P � Q for all Q � G with P � Q.
Proof. Let Q � G with Q � P . Then Q is a p-subgroup of G and by Sylow's theorem there existsa g 2 G with Qg � S. Since (f;�) is a prefusionmap we have Qg � P and the hypothesis impliesQg � P whence Q � P . �This result allows us to fuse certain �-classes ofp-subgroups into singletons.
Corollary 4.8. Let (f;�) be a prefusion map on Mthat is stronger than '2. Let P 2 M with P �S � Mi for S 2 Sylp(G) and some maximal Mi <G. Suppose f(P )=� \ f(Mi) contains exactly oneelement mP and de�ne a map f 0:M!M byf 0(m) = �mP if f(m) � f(P ),f(m) otherwise.Then (f 0;�) is a prefusion map and (f 0;�)� (f;�).
Proof. Since (f;�) is a prefusion map, there is amap g: f(M)! G such that j = g�f and g(m1) =g(m2) implies m1 � m2 for all m1;m2 2 f(M).Let g0 be the restriction of g to f 0(M) � f(M).Then, by Proposition 4.7, also j = g0 � f 0 and, ofcourse, g0(m1) = g0(m2) implies m1 � m2 for allm1;m2 2 f 0(M). Hence (f 0;�) is a prefusion map.Let h1(m) = f 0(m) for all m 2 f(M) and leth2 map the �-class of each m 2 f 0(M) to its �-class in f(M). Let =�0 be the restriction of =� to



Pfeiffer: The Subgroups of M24, or How to Compute the Table of Marks of a Finite Group 259f 0(M). Then =� = h2 � =�0 � h1, whence (f 0;�0) isstronger than (f;�). �A procedure that systematically searches f(M) forplaces where Corollary 4.8 can be applied in orderto produce a stronger prefusion map will be called
CheckSylowFrame.
NormalizersIf two subgroups are conjugate in G, so are theirnormalizers in G. This translates into the presentcontext as follows.
Proposition 4.9. Let U; V � G with U � V andassume that V � A implies V � A for all A �NG(U). Then V � A for all A � G with V � Aand U � Ag for some g 2 G.
Proof. Let A � G and g 2 G with A � V andU � Ag. Then Ag � NG(U) and Ag � V and thehypothesis implies Ag � V whence A � V . �This result allows us to fuse certain classes of sub-groups into singletons.
Corollary 4.10. Let (f;�) be a prefusion map. LetH 2M with U � H � NG(U) �Mi for a subgroupU � G and some maximal Mi < G. Suppose thateach h � f(H) contains a conjugate of U as a nor-mal subgroup and that f(H)=� \ f(Mi) = fmHg.De�ne a map f 0:M!M asf 0(m) = �mH if f(m) � f(H) ,f(m) otherwise.Then (f 0;�) is a prefusion map and (f 0;�)� (f;�).A procedure that systematically searches f(M) forplaces where Corollary 4.10 can be applied in orderto produce a stronger prefusion map will be called
CheckNormalizerFrame.
5. A STRATEGYThe complete program of how to apply the proce-dures described in the previous section and whento supplement them with additional informationabout the group is given by the following strategy.

A rough guideline is given by Lemma 4.3: Startwith a trivial prefusion map, then keep producingstronger prefusion maps by splitting and fusing un-til a fusion map is reached.
1. Start with '2 = (idM; k) (see above) as the ini-tial prefusion map.
2. Re�ne the equivalence relation with RefineClass-

esFrame (see 4.5).
3. Apply CheckSylowFrame (see 4.8) and CheckNor-

malizerFrame (see 4.10) in appropriate places.
4. Apply ConcludeFrame (see 4.6).
5. Stop if all classes are singletons. Otherwise �nda legitimation for an action of one of the twofollowing kinds.

a. Split an �-class into two (or more) parts andgoto 2., or
b. Fuse two (or more) images f(m) and goto 4.Suppose, for example, that it is known (from thelist of conjugacy classes of elements of G) that Ghas exactly two conjugacy classes of elements oforder 2. Then G has two conjugacy classes of sub-groups of order two. Suppose further that we knowa prefusion map (f;�) such that there exactly twoimages f(m) of size two and these two form one �-class. Then, if the equivalence �0 is derived from� by splitting that class in two, then (f;�0) is astronger prefusion map than (f;�). Moreover, thissplitting will, via RefineClassesFrame, have an e�ecton all classes of subgroups that contain subgroupsof order 2, depending on the distribution of the twotypes of subgroups of order two within them.Suppose that the intersections of two classes ofmaximal subgroups are known, that one can �ndtwo classes [U1]Mi1 and [U2]Mi2 where U1 and U2 arein fact identical as subgroups of G, that is, wherej(U1) = j(U2). Suppose further that we know aprefusion map (f;�) such that f(U1) 6= f(U2).Then, if f 0 is derived from f by fusing the images ofU1 and U2, then (f 0;�) is a stronger prefusion mapthan (f;�). Moreover, this fusion will, via Con-

cludeFrame, have an e�ect on all classes that con-tain subgroups of U1 or U2, because they also mustfuse in some way. For examples of intersections of



260 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 3gap> m24:= AllPrimitiveGroups(Size, 48 * Product([20..24]))[1];;gap> m24.name:= "m24";gap> m24.generators;[ ( 1, 7,12,16,19,21, 6)( 2, 8,13,17,20, 5,11)( 3, 9,14,18, 4,10,15),( 2,14,18,20, 8)( 3, 7,12,13,19)( 4,21,17,15,10)( 5,11,16, 6, 9),( 1,22)( 2,10)( 3,14)( 4,17)( 8,15)( 9,11)(13,20)(19,21),( 3,19)( 4,14)( 5,20)( 6,10)( 8,15)(11,18)(17,21)(22,23),( 2,10)( 3,13)( 4,11)( 5,18)( 8,15)( 9,17)(14,20)(23,24) ]GAP commands giving the permutation representation of M24.maximal subgroups, and methods for determiningthem, see [Komissartschik and Tsaranov 1986], forexample.
6. THE TABLE OF MARKS OF M24In this section the table of marks of the sporadicsimple Mathieu group M24 is determined. We as-sume that we know the maximal subgroups ofM24,and that we have already computed their tables ofmarks. An implementation in GAP of the pro-cedures described in Sections 4 and 5 is used todetermine the fusion map from the maximal sub-groups into M24. We give only a short account ofthe development. This should give an impressionof the amount and the type of work involved.The permutation representation of M24 we willwork with is taken from the GAP library of primi-tive groups, being obtained as shown at the top ofthis page.

A complete list of conjugacy classes of maximalsubgroups is given in Table 2 as it is found in theAtlas [Conway et al. 1985, p. 94]. This is basedon [Todd 1966; Choi 1972a; 1972b]. For a detailedcombinatorial description see also [Conway 1971;Curtis 1976; 1977].Table 2 lists for each maximal subgroup of M24its name, its index inM24 and its order. The spec-i�cation describes the subgroup by the kind of ob-ject it stabilizes. We furthermore list the namethat is used in the GAP session and the numberof conjugacy classes of subgroups of each maximalsubgroup.In GAP, the maximal subgroups ofM24 are thenconstructed as stabilizers according to the abovetable or by explicit generating permutations, asshown in the sidebar of the next page.The computation of all but two of the tables ofmarks of the maximal subgroups via the lattice ofsubgroups is almost automatic. It requires up to 80MB of main memory and some hours of cpu time.Name Index Order Speci�cation GAP ClassesM23 24 10 200 960 point m23 204M22 : 2 276 887 040 duad n22 49024 : A8 759 322 560 octad ea8 1 766M12 : 2 1 288 190 080 duum n12 21326 : 3:S6 1 771 138 240 sextet e3s6 2 261L3(4) : S3 2 024 120 960 triad n21 22626 : (L3(2)� S3) 3 795 64 512 trio nea 2 156L2(23) 40 320 6 072 projective line l23 23L2(7) 1 457 280 168 octern l7 15
TABLE 2. The maximal subgroups of M24.



Pfeiffer: The Subgroups of M24, or How to Compute the Table of Marks of a Finite Group 261m23:= Stabilizer(m24, 24); m23.name:= "m23";n22:= Stabilizer(m24, [23, 24], OnSets); n22.name:= "n22";trio:=[[1,2,3,4,5,6,12,16],[8,10,13,20,21,22,23,24],[7,9,11,14,15,17,18,19]];ea8:= Stabilizer(m24, trio[2], OnSets); ea8.name:= "ea8";duum:= [[1,5,8,10,11,14,17,18,20,21,23,24], [2,3,4,6,7,9,12,13,15,16,19,22]];m12:= Stabilizer(m24, duum[1], OnSets); m12.name:= "m12";n12:= Normalizer(m24, m12); n12.name:= "n12";sextet:= [[1,12,16,18],[2,15,21,23],[3,14,22,24],[4,7,8,20],[5,9,17,19]];grp:= m24; for four in sextet do grp:= Stabilizer(grp, four, OnSets); od;e3s6:= Normalizer(m24, grp); e3s6.name:= "e3s6";n21:= Stabilizer(m24, [22..24], OnSets); n21.name:= "n21";trio:=[[1,6,10,11,12,13,16,18],[2,3,7,8,9,15,19,24],[4,5,14,17,20,21,22,23]];grp:= Stabilizer(Stabilizer(m24, trio[1], OnSets), trio[2], OnSets);nea:= Normalizer(m24, grp); nea.name:= "nea";l23:= Subgroup(m24,[(1,7)(2,16)(3,14)(4,9)(5,6)(8,21)(10,11)(12,19)(13,15)(17,24)(18,20)(22,23),(1,23,2)(3,10,16)(4,19,20)(5,8,22)(6,24,17)(7,18,11)(9,21,13)(12,14,15)]);l23.name:= "l23";l7:= Subgroup(m24,[(1,14)(2,20)(3,9)(4,16)(5,12)(6,24)(7,10)(8,21)(11,23)(13,19)(15,18)(17,22),(1,11,18)(2,7,5)(3,21,16)(4,20,15)(6,24,8)(9,14,10)(12,13,19)(17,23,22)]);l7.name:= "l7";m24.max:= [m23, n22, ea8, n12, e3s6, n21, nea, l23, l7];Construction of the stabilizers.In addition to the permutation representation of amaximal subgroupM one has to supply a completelist of representatives of perfect subgroups of M asinput for the lattice program.For the maximal subgroups M23 and M22 : 2(and for M22 inside M22 : 2) the method describedhere has been applied to obtain their table of markstogether with a list of representatives of the conju-gacy classes of subgroups.We will skip quickly through the automatic partof the strategy, and just report some interesting �g-ures. The disjoint unionM of the conjugacy classesof maximal subgroups of M24 consists of 7354 sub-groups that initially fall into 116 �-classes, i.e.,that have 116 di�erent orders. The re�nement via

RefineClassesFrame yields 445 classes. This tells usthat there are at least 445 di�erent isomorphismtypes of subgroups of M24, besides M24 itself.The inspection of the Sylow subgroups via Check-

SylowFrame yields the fusion of the 6 �-classes ofSylow subgroups. The �-class of the trivial sub-groups is detected and fused. Moreover, 31 �-classes of 2-subgroups inside the Sylow 2-subgroupare fused. The Sylow p-subgroups for p = 5, 7, 11,and 23 are cyclic, so here is nothing left for Check-

SylowFrame to do. The Sylow 3-subgroup has order33, here are some �-classes with more than oneelement. The routine CheckSylowFrame will provemost powerful inside the Sylow 2-subgroup of or-der 210 that contains lots of classes of subgroups.



262 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 3The application of CheckNormalizerFrame yieldsthe fusion of 36 more classes. Then 302 fusions ofsingle subgroups are caused by ConcludeFrame. Weare left with 320 un�nished classes.Since M24 has this small permutation represen-tation on 24 points, and all maximal subgroups aregiven explicitly as subgroups of this permutationgroup on 24 points, we have access to a represen-tative for each conjugacy class of subgroups of eachmaximal subgroup of M24. Thus, we can use thesepermutation groups in order to distinguish groupsthat are not conjugate in M24.Let U be a subgroup of M24. Then U acts on24 points and the lengths of the orbits of U give apartition �U of 24. If U 0 is a subgroup of M24 thatis conjugate to U then �U 0 = �U . If we use this cri-terion on the �-classes then 269 of them split intotwo or more classes. A further re�nement with Re-

fineClassesFrame yields a total of 1453 classes. Then
CheckSylowFrame can fuse 523 classes inside the Sy-low 2-subgroup and three classes inside the Sylow3-subgroup. Moreover, CheckNormalizerFrame canfuse 479 classes. Then ConcludeFrame causes 1722fusions of elements of f(M). We are left with 93un�nished classes.The representatives of the conjugacy classes ofsubgroups of the maximal subgroups of M24 canalso be used to determine the size of their normaliz-ers inM24. Of course, the normalizers of conjugatesubgroups have the same size. This criterion canbe used to split one of the �-classes of subgroupsof order 4 into three classes. RefineClassesFramethen yields a total of 1510 classes. CheckSylow-

Frame fuses 4 classes inside the Sylow 2-subgroup.
CheckNormalizerFrame fuses 20 further classes. Con-

cludeFrame causes one additional fusion in f(M).Checking the sizes of normalizers of the�-classesof small size (4, 8, 12, and 16) together with theapplication of RefineClassesFrame leads to a total of1527 classes.The remaining problem is quite small; we arefaced with a pre-fusion map (f;�) where only 28 ofthe �-classes have more than one element. Theseclasses contain subgroups of order 16, 60 [2 classes],

120 [3 classes], 168, 240 [3 classes], 336, 360 [2classes], 480, 660, 720 [4 classes], 1320, 1344, 1440,2520, 7920, 20160 [2 classes], 40320, and 443520.Five of these classes can be solved by looking atintersections of the maximal subgroups.The point stabilizer m23 and the duad stabilizern22 intersect in a group of size 443520,gap> Size(Intersection(m23, n22));443520(which is, of course, the 2 point stabilizer M22)and, since the �-class of groups of this size consistsof a conjugacy class of subgroups of M23 and aconjugacy class of subgroups of M22 : 2, we canfuse this class.The point stabilizer m23 and the triad stabilizern21 intersect in a group of size 40320 (which isM21 : 2, the duad stabilizer in M23), so do theduad stabilizer n22 and n21.gap> Size(Intersection(m23, n21));40320gap> Size(Intersection(n22, n21));40320Thus the three elements in the �-class of groupsof that size belong to one single conjugacy class ofsubgroups of M24.We look at the size of the intersection of ea8 andthe stabilizer of the point 1 in M24,gap> Size(Intersection(ea8,Stabilizer(m24, 1)));20160and can decide for one of the �-classes of groupsof size 20160 that they indicate a single conjugacyclass.Similarly we �nd a group of order 7920 (M11)as the intersection of n12 and m23 and a groupof order 1440 (A6:22) as the intersection of n22and n12. This allows us to fuse the �-classes ofgroups of these orders. After the fusion of these�ve classes ConcludeFrame causes 23 further fusions.In particular, the class of groups of order 660 isfused into a singleton, and consequently the class



Pfeiffer: The Subgroups of M24, or How to Compute the Table of Marks of a Finite Group 263gap> o1:= Orbits(der1, [1..24]);[[1,23,17,24,20,5,21,10,18,8,14,11], [2,15,13,7,19,9,16,4,22,6,12,3]]gap> o2:= Orbits(der2, [1..24]);[[1,11,9,4,13,22,24,7,21,2,18,5], [3,23,8,16,15,14,6,17,12,20,10,19]]gap> g:= RepresentativeOperation(m24, Set(o2[1]), Set(o1[1]), OnSets);( 2, 5,10,16, 4, 8,19,12, 3, 7,11,23,22,17,13,14, 6,15, 9,24,21,18,20)gap> h:= RepresentativeOperation(n12, rep1, rep2^g);( 2,19, 6,15)( 3,22,16, 7)( 4,13)( 9,12)(10,24,14,17)(18,20,23,21)gap> rep1^h = rep2^g;true Calculation of a conjugating element.of groups of order 1320 can be identi�ed as theclass of their normalizers, so it also can be fused.The �-class of groups of order 480 consists oftwo elements, a subgroup of n12 and a subgroupof e3s6. The duums stabilized by each of thesegroups is exhibited by passing to the derived sub-groups. Let rep1 and rep2 be representatives ofthe two elements in the �-class and let der1 andder2 be their respective derived subgroups. Asshown at the top of the page, we determine theirorbits on the 24 points and an element g of M24that maps the duum of rep2 to that of rep1 (andthereby conjugates rep2 into n12). The index ofthe subgroups in n12 is relatively small (396), andwe can �nd a conjugating element inside n12. Wethus have explicitely shown that rep1 and rep2are conjugate in M24 and can now fuse the corre-sponding �-class. ConcludeFrame then fuses all butone of the remaining classes.The remaining �-class of groups of order 16 con-sists of two elements. Each of them is the imageunder f of �ve elements of M, where two are con-jugacy classes of subgroups of nea, two of e3s6 andone of ea8.

Let rep3 and rep4 be representatives of the twoelements in that �-class. Again we look at theorbits of these groups on the 24 points; see code atthe bottom of the page.The groups rep3 and rep4 both stabilize thesame octad and they are not conjugate in the octadstabilizer ea8. Therefore they are not conjugate inM24 and this class splits.Finally the table of marks of M24 can be com-puted via InducedFrame, a program that imple-ments the induction formula 2.2. The number ofsubgroups of M24 now can be derived from thattable by means of Lemma 1.3.gap> tom:= InducedFrame(frame);;gap> Length(tom.subs);1529Out of the 704 divisors of the order ofM24 only 117occur as orders of subgroups of M24. Table 3 listsfor each such order the number of conjugacy classesof subgroups with that order and the total num-ber of subgroups in these classes. The most popu-lar orders among the conjugacy classes are 32 (212classes) and 64 (209 classes). 32 is also the mostgap> Orbits(rep3, [1..24]);[[1,6,10,11,13,18,16,12], [2,3,8,7,14,9,19,23,15,5,20,4,24,17,21,22]]gap> Orbits(rep4, [1..24]);[[1,6,10,11,13,18,16,12], [2,3,7,4,8,19,5,9,21,24,23,22,15,14,17,20]]Orbits of rep3 and rep4.



264 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 3Order Cl. Subgroups Order Cl. Subgroups Order Cl. Subgroups1 1 1 112 2 1457280 1728 1 177102 2 43263 120 9 11221056 1920 5 4144143 2 356224 126 1 1943040 2160 1 1133444 12 5668971 128 120 57323475 2304 6 3984755 1 1020096 144 10 10838520 2520 1 971526 6 18944640 160 4 701316 2688 8 6679207 1 1943040 168 7 6072000 2880 2 850088 50 62606115 180 2 1360128 3072 4 3187809 2 2833600 192 86 37940386 3456 3 8855010 3 7140672 216 2 1700160 3840 5 14876411 1 2225664 240 9 4250400 4032 1 3036012 24 69026496 253 1 967680 4608 9 23908514 1 5829120 256 47 13149675 5760 3 10626015 1 4080384 288 13 5738040 6072 1 4032016 129 145731795 320 6 1976436 6912 3 5313018 5 23235520 336 6 4371840 7680 2 6375620 5 19381824 360 4 1870176 7920 1 3091221 3 7772160 384 66 22929390 8064 1 3036022 1 2225664 432 1 566720 9216 3 7969523 1 967680 448 1 30360 10752 1 379524 51 153864480 480 4 1530144 11520 3 4250427 1 1133440 504 1 242880 13824 1 1771030 1 4080384 512 15 2948715 20160 2 1416832 212 186438483 576 11 2514820 21504 2 2277036 7 18701760 640 3 446292 23040 2 2125240 3 7140672 660 2 370944 32256 1 379542 2 7772160 720 5 1020096 40320 2 1214448 74 125578068 768 29 3665970 60480 1 202454 3 5667200 896 2 182160 64512 1 379555 1 2225664 960 6 754446 69120 1 177156 3 2914560 1008 1 242880 95040 1 128860 7 10540992 1024 1 239085 120960 1 202463 1 1943040 1080 1 113344 138240 1 177164 209 137745091 1152 12 1452220 190080 1 128872 15 24368960 1280 1 191268 322560 1 75980 3 3379068 1320 2 370944 443520 1 27696 71 75444600 1344 6 394680 887040 1 276108 3 3400320 1440 2 340032 10200960 1 24110 1 2225664 1536 23 1753290 244823040 1 1
TABLE 3. For each number that occurs as the order of a subgroup of M24, the table shows the number ofconjugacy classes of subgroups (Cl.) and the complete number of subgroups of that order.



Pfeiffer: The Subgroups of M24, or How to Compute the Table of Marks of a Finite Group 265popular order among the subgroups (186 438 483subgroups). On the other hand, there are 44 con-jugacy classes that are uniquely determined by theorder of the subgroups they contain.
7. RESULTS FOR OTHER GROUPSThe methods described above have been developedwith a particular interest in the tables of marks ofsimple and almost simple groups. It should be pos-sible to adapt them to larger classes of groups, butwe note that arguments involving Sylow subgroups(and in particular Corollary 4.8) lose their mean-ing when the table of marks of a p-group is to bedetermined.In Table 4 we list the number of subgroups andthe number of conjugacy classes of subgroups forthese groups: all projective special linear groupsL2(pe) of order less than 106; the projective speciallinear groups L3(n) for n = 3; 4; 5; the alternatinggroups An for n = 5; : : : ; 11; the symmetric groupsSn for n = 5; : : : ; 10; the unitary groups U3(n) forn = 3; 4; 5 and U4(2); the Suzuki group Sz(8); thesymplectic group S4(4); the Mathieu groups M11,M12,M22 andM23 plus their automorphism groupsM12 : 2 and M22 : 2; the Janko groups J1, J2 andJ3; and the McLaughlin group McL.The complete tables of marks of these groupshave been determined by the methods describedabove. These tables form a library that is part ofGAP.Buekenhout and Rees [1988] have determinedthe poset structure of the Mathieu groupM12. Theposet structure of the sporadic simple Janko groupJ2 was determined in [Pahlings 1987]. The posetstructure of the sporadic simple Janko group J3 isdetermined in [Pfei�er 1991]. Informations aboutparts of the subgroup lattice of the sporadic simpleMcLaughlin group McL can be found in [Diawara1987].A rather incomplete set of facts about subgroupsof the Mathieu groups is given in [Greenberg 1973].P. Fong (Math Reviews 50:4731) points out that\this can not remain the last work on the subject."

8. APPLICATIONSIn this �nal section we extract more informationabout the group G from its table of marks. This isdone in two di�erent ways: via the M�obius functionof the subgroup lattice of G and via the idempo-tents of the Burnside ring of G.
8.1. Möbius FunctionsFor any �nite poset X, a M�obius function � can bede�ned as inverse of the incidence relation � viaXx�y�z�(x; y) = �xzfor all x; z 2 X, where � denotes the Kroneckerdelta. In particular, we have �(x; x) = 1 for allx 2 X. This is a natural generalization of the wellknown M�obius function in number theory, wherethe partial order is given as divisibility (compare[Rota 1964]).Two posets are in a natural way associated toa given �nite group G: one is the lattice SG =fU : U � Gg of all subgroups of G with inclusionas incidence. Denote its M�obius function by �G.The investigation of this case goes back to [Hall1936], where it was intensely studied. For everyU � G the value �G(U;G) can be derived fromthe table of marks of G (compare [Pahlings 1993,Proposition 1]).
Lemma 8.1. Let U � G. Then �G(U;G) is deter-mined byX[A] �A!G(U)=�A!G(A)�G(A;G) = �AG;where the sum ranges over all conjugacy classes [A]of subgroups of G.In other words, �G(U;G) is the entry in the columncorresponding to U of the �nal row of the inverseof the unweighted table of marks, i.e., the matrixthat is derived from the table of marks by dividingeach row by its diagonal value.
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Name Order Cl. Subgroups Name Order Cl. SubgroupsLinear Groups L3(3) 5616 51 6374L2(7) 168 15 179 L3(4) 20160 95 44877L2(8) 504 12 386 L3(5) 372000 140 345809L2(11) 660 16 620 Alternating GroupsL2(13) 1092 16 942 A5 60 9 59L2(17) 2448 22 2420 A6 360 22 501L2(19) 3420 19 2912 A7 2520 40 3786L2(16) 4080 21 3455 A8 20160 137 48337L2(23) 6072 23 5915 A9 181440 223 508402L2(25) 7800 37 9559 A10 1814400 428 6469142L2(27) 9828 16 5286 A11 19958400 788 81711572L2(29) 12180 22 10040 Symmetric GroupsL2(31) 14880 29 15413 S5 120 19 156L2(37) 25308 23 17731 S6 720 56 1455L2(32) 32736 24 22328 S7 5040 96 11300L2(41) 34440 33 36129 S8 40320 296 151221L2(43) 39732 20 25462 S9 362880 554 1694723L2(47) 51888 29 48837 S10 3628800 1593 29594446L2(49) 58800 51 73945 Unitary GroupsL2(53) 74412 20 43254 U3(3) 6048 36 5150L2(59) 102660 26 82368 U4(2) 25920 116 45649L2(61) 113460 32 91144 U3(4) 62400 34 31373L2(67) 150348 20 79602 U3(5) 126000 80 179308L2(71) 178920 39 203705 Suzuki GroupsL2(73) 194472 38 176087 Sz(8) 29120 22 17295L2(79) 246480 37 247355 Symplectic GroupsL2(64) 262080 76 360787 S4(4) 979200 496 4045873L2(81) 265680 69 433087 Sporadic GroupsL2(83) 285852 24 190904 M11 7920 39 8651L2(89) 352440 37 341323 M12 95040 147 214871L2(97) 456288 45 451547 M12 : 2 190080 213 538243L2(101) 515100 29 343307 M22 443520 156 941627L2(103) 546312 29 396865 M22 : 2 887040 490 3396237L2(107) 612468 24 374718 M23 10200960 204 17318406L2(109) 647460 36 523864 J1 175560 40 158485L2(113) 721392 39 622753 J2 604800 146 1104344L2(121) 885720 63 976309 J3 50232960 137 71564248L2(125) 976500 29 708273 McL 898128000 373 1719739392
TABLE 4. For each of the groups given in Section 7, the table lists its name, its order, the number of conjugacyclasses of subgroups and the number of subgroups.
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Proof. We have �G(G;G) = 1 and for U < G by thede�nition of the M�obius function0 = XU�A�G(A;G);where the sum runs over all subgroups A of G thatcontain U . Since the M�obius function is invariantunder conjugation in G this can be written as0 =X[A] ��fAg : g 2 G; U � Agg�� �G(A;G);where the sum ranges over all conjugacy classes [A]of subgroups of G. Finally the number of conju-gates of A that contain U equals �AnG(U)=�AnG(A)by Lemma 1.3(iv). �The knowledge of these values of the M�obius func-tion is su�cient in many applications. They de-termine, for example, the number of essentiallydi�erent ways in which G can be generated by melements. Denote this number by em(G). Then��Aut(G)�� em(G) = gm(G);where gm(G) is the number ofm-tuples of elementsof G that generate G and we have (compare [Hall1936, (3.3)])
Lemma 8.2. For each m > 0 the number em(G) isdetermined by the order of Aut(G) and the table ofmarks of G asem(G) = 1��Aut(G)�� XH�G�G(H;G) jHjm :
Proof. Let H � G. Each of the jHjm m-tuples ofelements of H certainly generates a subgroup U ofH, hence jHjm = XU�H gm(U):M�obius inversion then yieldsgm(H) = XU�H �G(U;H) jU jm ;and the lemma follows for H = G from 8.1. �

From this we get e2(A5) = 1120(�60 + 4�15�22 +2�10�32�10�62�6�102�5�122+602) = 19 essentiallydi�erent ways to generate A5 by 2 elements.Even more detailed questions can be answeredfrom the table of marks of G. We can, for example,�x one element x 2 G and ask for the number ofelements y 2 G with hx; yi = G. For any U � Glet nx(U) = ��fy 2 G : hx; yi = Ug�� ;mx(U) = ��fy 2 G : hx; yi � Ug�� :We have mx(U) = ��fy 2 U : hx; yi � Ug��= � jU j; if x 2 U ,0 otherwise,and mx(U) = XH�U nx(H):By M�obius inversion we getnx(U) = XH�U �G(H;U)mx(H)where �G denotes the M�obius function of the sub-group lattice of G. In particular,nx(G) = XU�G�G(U;G)mx(U)=X[U ] �G(U;G) jfhxi � U gjg 2 Ggj jU j;where the last summation is over all representa-tives U of conjugacy classes [U ] of subgroups of G.Note that by Lemma 1.3(iv)��fhxi � U g : g 2 Gg�� = �UnG(hxi)�UnG(U) :We �nally getnx(G) =X[U ] �G(U;G)�UnG(hxi)�UnG(U) jU j:Hence the numbers nx(G) can be computed fromthe table of marks for every x 2 G (or even for anysubgroup U � G instead of hxi).



268 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 6 (1997), No. 3U 1 2 3 22 5 S3 D10 A4 A5��NG(U) : U �� 60 2 2 3 2 1 1 1 1�G(U;G) �60 4 2 0 0 �1 �1 �1 1�G(U;G) �1 2 1 0 0 �1 �1 �1 1
TABLE 5. Calculation of the M�obius function for G = A5.For the alternating group G = A5 one obtainsthus the following values nx(G).order of x 1 2 3 5number of such x 1 15 20 24nx(G) 0 24 36 50(This result again yields e2(A5) = (15�24+20�36+50�24)=120 = 19.)The second relevant poset in this context is theposet SG=G of conjugacy classes of subgroups, inwhich the class of a subgroup U is incident to theclass of V if there is a g 2 G such that U g � V .Denote by �G the M�obius function of SG=G.Again, the values �G(U;G) for U � G can becomputed from the table of marks. The incidencematrix of the poset of conjugacy classes of G isobtained from the table of marks by replacing everynonzero entry by 1. The inverse of this matrixcontains the values of the M�obius function of theposet SG=G.In the case of G = A5 we get the values shownin Table 5.The values of the functions �G and �G are relatedin the following way.

Theorem 8.3. Let G be a solvable group and let U �G. Then�G(U;G) = ��NG0(U) : G0 \ U �� �G(U;G):This is obviously true for abelian groups G, sincein that case the two posets SG andSG=G coincide.For U = 1 the theorem has been proved in [Hawkeset al. 1989]. The generalization stated above isproved in [Pahlings 1993]. The theorem also holdsfor many non-solvable groups, (see [Bianchi et al.1990; Pahlings 1993], and, in particular, the abovetable for A5). In [Pahlings 1993] it is shown thatthe theorem holds for the projective special linear

group L2(p), p a prime. There are, however, coun-terexamples:In [Bianchi et al. 1990] it has been observed that,for G = M12, �G(1; G) = ��M12��, while �G(1; G) =2. ThusM12 provides a counterexample for U = 1.In its general form, the formula of theorem doesnot hold for the simple groups U3(3), J2, and M23[Pahlings 1993].Using the tables of marks of the groups in Ta-ble 4 one �nds that the theorem also fails for thesimple groups A9, A10, A11, M24 and McL, in thelatter also for U = 1.
8.2. Idempotents in the Burnside RingWe identify the Burnside ring 
(G) with its imageunder the map � in Zr.The only idempotents in Z are 0 and 1. Eachidempotent in Zr is of the form e = (e1; : : : ; er)where ei = 0 or 1 for all i = 1; : : : ; r. Let e(i) =(0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : : 0) 2 Zr be such that its entry inth i-th position equals 1 and all other entries are 0and, for any I � f1; : : : ; rg, let eI =Pi2I e(i).The table of marks M(G) provides an e�cientmeans to determine those subsets I � f1; : : : ; rgfor which the idempotent eI is an element of 
(G).Let X be a G-set and suppose H � K � Gsuch that H is a normal subgroup of index p ofK for some prime p. Then K acts on the �xedpoint set FixX(H) with kernel containing H. SincejK : Hj = p is prime, the orbits of K on FixX(H)have either length 1 (corresponding to FixX(K))or length p. It follows that�X(H) � �X(K) (mod p) for all G-sets X;in other words, if H lies in the conjugacy class [Gi]of subgroups of G and if K lies in class [Gj] then



Pfeiffer: The Subgroups of M24, or How to Compute the Table of Marks of a Finite Group 269the i-th column and the j-th column of the tableof marks M(G) are equal modulo p.In order to describe the idempotents of 
(G) wede�ne two relations on the set f1; : : : ; rg. For anyprime p leti !p j if there are H � K � G such that H isnormal of index p in K, H lies in [Gj ]and K lies in [Gi];i �p j if the i-th and the j-th column of M(G)are equal modulo p;The idempotents of 
(G) are then completely de-scribed by the following proposition [Dress 1969,Proposition 1].
Proposition 8.4. Let � be the transitive closure ofthe union of all �p.
(i) The relation �p is the transitive, reexive, andsymmetric closure of the relation !p.
(ii) Let I � f1; : : : ; rg. The idempotent eI lies in
(G) if and only if I is a union of �-classes.In particular, it is possible to decide from the tableof marks of G whether G is solvable or not:Since solvable groups are characterized by thefact that every nontrivial subgroup has a normalsubgroup of index p for some prime p we get thefollowing characterization of solvable groups.
Theorem 8.5 [Dress 1969]. Let G be a �nite group.Then G is solvable if and only if 0 and 1 are theonly idempotents in the Burnside ring 
(G).
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